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          Product: PDFTron SDK (PDFNet)

Product Version: 9.1.0.78529

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

Borders (margins) in PDF file converted from PPT

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

I have a PPT file and want to convert it to PDF using PDFTron. The file gets converted successfully but I can see some white margins on all sides. Is there a way to control those margins, to set them to 0? I’m also interested in paperSize parameter that is forwarded to the conversion method. I can read the width and height of the slide in original file, but I’m not sure how those (EMU) values convert to the expected values that the method consumes.

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

PTConvert.convertOfficeToPDF(with: url, paperSize: paperSize)
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Convert MS Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint) to PDF on iOS - Smart embedding
	Creating a new tool - Creating a redaction tool
	Flatten PDF form content on iOS  - About form flattening
	Document conversion library for iOS

APIs:	ConnectionErrorHandlingMode - e_stop
	About the PDFTron SDK
	PTConvert - FromCAD:in_filename:opts

Forums:	Unicode characters are not coming out correctly in generated PDF
	How do I create a UIImage using PDFDraw without writing to disk?
	Getting started with PDF tools customizations on iOS
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Is there a way to control those margins, to set them to 0?



No, there is not an option right now. Though you could post-process the PDF file, and shrink the page size, by adjusting the CropBox.

https://www.pdftron.com/api/ios/Classes/PTPage.html#/c:objc(cs)PTPage(im)SetCropBox:

PTPage.GetVisibleContentBox might be useful here, see this forum post.

https://www.pdftron.com/api/ios/Classes/PTPage.html#/c:objc(cs)PTPage(im)GetVisibleContentBox
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    How to isolate just images in a rectangular area? PDFTron SDK
  

  
    Question: 
How to get just the images that are contained in a region, without getting other ones that might be partially included? 
Answer: 
Attached is a modified ElementEdit sample, and input file, that does this. 
Further improvement you could do, is to crop the page to just the minimal bounding box, and then export to image. 
page.SetCropBox(page.GetVisibleContentBox()); pdfdraw.Export(page, "out.png", "PNG"); 
ElementEditTest.cs (6.49 KB)
  



If the above does not answer your question, why is having no margin important for you?


I’m also interested in paperSize parameter that is forwarded to the conversion method.  I can read the width and height of the slide in original file, but I’m not sure how those (EMU) values convert to the expected values that the method consumes.



The paperSize paramater is in PDF units which are 1/72 inch. If you can determine the physical dimensions of the EMU values then you can convert to the PDF units using the 1/72 inch scale.
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